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In nature, ferritin, an iron-storage molecule, is found in species
ranging from bacteria to man. In the past 50 years its chemical, phys-
ical, and magnetic properties have been studied, searching to relate
function and structure. Horse spleen ferritin has been investigated
by EPR at temperatures between 7 and 290 K. These spectra change
from an isotropic line at 290 K to an anisotropic one at 19 K, with
a behavior consistent with a system of particles that undergoes su-
perparamagnetic relaxation. A blocking temperature of (116±9) K
is obtained. A new temperature-dependent signal is observed in the
low field region at temperatures higher than 80 K. At 7 K no EPR
signal appears, suggesting (14 ± 5) K as the Néel temperature of
surface spins. Analysis of the temperature dependence of the dis-
tance between EPR lines extrema, under the view of two theoretical
models, allowed the evaluation of magnetic parameters. These pa-
rameters are 2K/M = 2.7× 103 Oe and MV = 1.9× 10−17 emu
or K/M = 1.3× 103 Oe and MV = 2.0× 10−17 emu, where K
is the anisotropy energy per unit volume, M is the sample magne-
tization, and V is the superparamagnetic core volume. The results
are also discussed, and some structural models in the literature are
considered. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: horse spleen ferritin; EPR; blocking temperature;
ordering temperature; magnetic moment; anisotropy field.
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INTRODUCTION

Ferritin is an iron-storage protein in animals as well as
bacteria. The bulk of the iron in ferritin is known to be di
tributed as hydrous ferric oxide crystallites of various size up
8 nm in diameter surrounded by a shell of protein of mole
lar weight 450,000 kDa, capable of storing up to 4500 ir
atoms. The iron deposition in ferritin is the fundamental p
cess by which cells store Fe3+ in a nontoxic but available form
(1). The protein is an interesting subject for researchers
range of fields: in biology, in the chemical synthesis of organ
inorganic nanostructures, and in the physics of magnetism.
chemical and physical properties of the iron core in ferritin
therefore clearly of interest. Magnetic resonance imaging
model for contrast reagents and in the studies of iron depos
patients has recently grown in importance (2).
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: elianew@cbpf
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Spectroscopic techniques provide an important approac
the study of the ferritin iron centers. The iron centers in ferr
have been extensively studied with a wide range of techniq
such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) (3, 4),
Mössbauer spectroscopy (5–7), and magnetic measurements (8).
However, EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) mea
ments on mammalian holoferritin have been rather limi
(6, 9–12).

Previous work has shown that two broad features chara
ize EPR spectra of horse spleen ferritin fractions with differ
iron/protein ratios (9). It has been shown that increasing the ir
content in ferritin, the low-field feature, with a maximum ne
g = 6, increases while the high-field component, at aboutg = 2,
decreases. The broad low-field feature was attributed to la
iron crystallites (9, 12), suggesting a relation of these features
a superparamagnetic behavior. Similar spectral changes w
then be expected with temperature changes and were in
noted in the papers of Weiret al. (11), Delghtonet al. (12),
and Boas and Troup (6). Although the latter considered the s
perparamagnetic properties of the cores to explain the broa
ing of theg= 2 line as temperature is lowered, the resona
at g= 4 (low-field feature) has not been related to the sa
characteristic.

In this paper we report on the temperature dependence of
spectra of horse spleen ferritin in order to assign their feature
a superparamagnetic resonance behavior, extending the te
ature range of measurements previously reported (6, 9, 11). This
paper focuses on the use of EPR spectroscopy with quantit
analysis greater than that of previous papers. Analysis of the
perature dependence of the spectra under the view of two the
ical models previously proposed (13, 14) allowed the evaluation
of magnetic parameters. Relevant temperatures of this an
romagnetic nanoparticle system are also obtained. These re
are discussed, and the recently proposed structural model d
entiating between core and surface spins (15) is also considered

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Horse spleen ferritin from Sigma was used with no furth
purification. A hundred microliters was transferred to sea
1090-7807/01 $35.00
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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EPR tubes followed by nitrogen flux for a few minutes (samp
A and B present different contributions of oxygen to the spe
as will be explained later). Another sample was nitrogen flu
(sample C) until reduced to a wet paste. Annealing of ho
spleen ferritin was performed for three consecutive period
20 min each, one at 350◦C and two at 450◦C.

EPR was performed with an X-band spectrometer (Br¨uker
ESP300E) with 20 mW microwave power and 2 Oe field mo
lation over a temperature range from 7 to 290 K. A helium fl
cryostat (Air Products) was used to control the temperat
Temperatures were measured with an Au–Fe x Chromel
mocouple just below the sample. The room temperature (
measurement was performed using a hemmatocrit capillar
Annealed sample spectra were obtained at RT. Field shifts
to different frequencies were corrected by means of the softw
WINSPEC that has been previously developed for manipula
of a set of EPR data of different spectrometers and form
Curves were fitted using a Monte Carlo-like method (16) or
Origin (Microcal) software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At temperatures lower than 80 K the spectra of sampl
present contributions of residual oxygen in the atmospher
the sample tube that render their analysis difficult. In this te
perature range the spectra of sample B, which present a res
oxygen contribution much higher than that of the core sig
were used to minimize this contribution, subtracting them fr
the spectra of sample A, as shown in Fig. 1a.

EPR spectra present two features similar to those repo
previously for ferritin cores, one centered at aboutg = 2 and
another with a maximum nearg = 6 (6, 9–12) with similar
qualitative temperature behavior. The differences in the rela
intensities of these two features can be due to factors affe
distribution of ferric ions in the cores, such as the presenc
oxygen (aerobic/anaerobic conditions), pH, phosphate con
and aging (i.e., loss of water and rearrangement of ions) of
particles, reported for different ferritin samples and under
ferent conditions (7a, 17).

When oxygen is completely removed before measurem
(sample C), the core signal disappears and only theg = 2.066
radical line and theg = 4.3 iron feature are observed (Fig. 1b
A g = 2.066 line is also present in the spectra of Fig. 1a. A s
ilar line was observed for a radical formation when the ferr
core is developed from Fe2+ and O2 in apoferritin. It was strongly
suggested that the radical is a by-product of core formation (18).

Theg = 4.3 line was assigned to the presence of non ag
gated Fe3+ bound in a protein site of low symmetry in bacter
ferritin spectra (19). It was suggested on the basis of EPR stud
that additional monomeric loose iron is associated with the
tein shell to solitary high-spin Fe3+ ions bound to apoferritin

2+
when Fe is added followed by air oxidation (20).
At temperatures higher than 80 K the spectra also contai

narrow signal in the region ofg = 9 not yet reported for horse
G ET AL.
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FIG. 1. (a) EPR spectra of horse spleen ferritin as a function of tempera
(sample A). At temperatures lower than 80 K, the contribution of the resid
n a
oxygen was subtracted as described in the text; (b) EPR spectrum of horse spleen
ferritin, at 7.5 K, where oxygen is completely removed before measurement
(sample C).
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the distance between EPR line
trema,δ. The solid line is the best fit of theδ data according to Eq. [1], from mod
1, with Hbulk = 2K/M = 2.7×103 Oe andMV = 1.9×10−17 emu. The dashe
line is the best fit according to Eq. [2] from model 2, withK/M = 1.3×103 Oe
andMV = 2.0× 10−17 emu.

spleen ferritin, as far as we know, the intensity of which increa
with temperature and its position moves toward the lowerg = 4
region (see Fig. 1a) .

At 290 K the core spectrum is characterized by a broad
centered atg = 2.014 that decreases in intensity and increa
in linewidth as temperature is lowered. At low temperatu
the spectra are anisotropic with a low-field feature previo
observed (6, 9, 11, 12). This behavior is consistent with a s
perparamagnetic resonance theory (13, 14). Signal is no longe
observed when the temperature is lowered to 9 K.

The temperature dependence of the distance between EP
extrema,δ (measured as shown in Fig. 1a), was used to s
the system properties of superparamagnetic particles. The r
are plotted in Fig. 2. Two models (13, 14) were used to analyz
this temperature dependence of EPR spectra by considerin
magnetic anisotropy field to be larger than the single-cry
linewidth.

The superparamagnetic apparent anisotropy field,HSP with
an axial symmetry is given by (13)

HSP/Hbulk = (1− 3x−1 cothx + 3x−2)/(cothx − x−1), [1]

wherex = MV H/kBT andV is the superparamagnetic pa
ticle volume. Hbulk is the bulk anisotropy field, expressed
2K/M , whereM is the sample magnetization,K the anisotropy

constant, andH is the external applied field. This expressio
supposes that the system consists of small noninteracting
ticles embedded in a diamagnetic matrix and all particles ha

nd
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the same intrinsic moment, anisotropy constant, and volu
Although the last one is not satisfied for ferritin molecules, wh
certainly present a core volume distribution, calculations ba
on this model can provide some limiting or average values
strengthen the hypothesis of superparamagnetic behavior
parameter values could also be achieved by taking into cons
ation this volume distribution of the ferritin cores in the fitting
nevertheless the quality improvement would not be signific
considering the experimental error and temperature interva

The solid curve in Fig. 2 is calculated from the fitting
δ = 3HSP/2 as shown by Griscom (21) for the axial symmetry
case withHSP given by Eq. [1]. The combination of these tw
equations will be called model 1.MV andHbulk are the fitting
parameters with best valuesHbulk = 2K/M = 2.7× 103 Oe
andMV = 1.9× 10−17 emu, resulting in an anisotropy energ
KV = 2.5×10−14 erg. Although the external fieldH varied, its
effect on theδ expression was negligible, then it was taken
3000 Oe to calculatex in Eq. [1].

Model 2 (14) proposes that, for a randomly oriented unia
ial system of ferromagnetic particles, the distance,δ, is given
by δ = δs+ δu, whereδs is the superparamagnetic broadeni
andδu is the inhomogeneous broadening.δs,u are written as a
function of the Langevin parameterξ0 = MVω/γ kBT , where
ω is the Larmor frequency (here 5.9 × 1010 rad/s) andγ is
the gyromagnetic ratio (2× 107 erg/Oe). Given the dimension
less precession dampingα = 0.01 (as suggested in Ref. (14)),
the dimensionless anisotropy parameterε = Kγ /Mω, and the
Langevin functionsL1,2, we have

δs=ωα(ξ0− L1)/
(
31/2γ ξ0L1

)
and δu= 3ωεL2/γ L1. [2]

TakingK/M andMV as the fitting parameters in Eq. [2], w
obtained the dashed curve in Fig. 2 withK/M = 1.3× 103 Oe
andMV = 2.0× 10−17 emu, yieldingK V = 2.6× 10−14 erg.
These values are similar to those obtained using the prev
model.

Superparamagnetic particles undergo thermally induced
tations of the magnetization with a relaxation timeτ . The EPR
spectral shape depends on the magnitude ofτ relative to the
observation time of the measurement and, asτ is a function
of temperature, there will be in theory a certain temperat
namely the blocking temperature,Tb, at which the spectrum
shape changes. However, in practice, a sample of ferritin
mally contains a range of core sizes and this leads to aTb distri-
bution and the characteristic coexistence of components in
spectra. Considering, for simplicity, that the EPR spectra con
of two components—one isotropic due to unblocked small p
ticles (temperatures higher thanTb) and another anisotropic du
to a blocked magnetic phase (temperatures lower thanTb)—the
relative fractions of these components can be obtained as a
tion of temperature. A computer fitting of the spectra could g
this ratio but the following approach is intrinsically simpler a

par-
ve
just as reliable. The intensity of the spectrum at a given mag-
netic field is the sum of these weighted components, depending
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the normalized fraction of ordered m
netic clusters obtained from Eq. [3] at the constant field of 1123 Oe (g = 6.0).
The solid line is a guide to the eyes.

on their fractions. The normalized fraction of ordered magne
clusters,F , is given in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. T
fractionF was obtained from the intensities ratio at the const
field of 1123 Oe (g = 6.0) as

F = (I − I iso)/(Ianis− I iso), [3]

where I iso and Ianis are the intensities at the limiting isotropi
(high-temperature) and anisotropic spectra (low-temperat
conditions, respectively.F decreases with increasing tempe
atures from above∼50 K.

In analogy to Mössbauer spectroscopy, an average block
temperature,〈Tb〉, is taken as the temperature at which the m
netic fraction is 0.5 (F = 0.5) (7, 24). From Fig. 3,〈Tb〉 is
(116± 9) K, obtained from fitting the data to a sigmoid fun
tion, the solid line, used as a guide to the eye.

The temperature dependence of the resonant magnetic
of the monomeric iron is shown in Fig. 4. We consider that t
anomalous behavior is due to an internal field,Hint, so thatHres=
H0−Hint, whereH0 is the resonant field of the isolated iron.Hint

can be associated to the presence of the anisotropy field,HSP. At
high temperatures the magnetization of the core is substant
reduced, and the anisotropy field becomes negligible, so
Hres = H0. Within this approximation, the limiting expressio
of Eq. [1] for HSP, with x ¿ 1 is Hint = HSP= 2K V H/5kBT .
If we considerH = Hres,

(Hres− H0)/Hres= 2K V/5kBT. [4]
The best fitting values 2K V/5kB = (164± 95) K andH0 =
(2.7± 0.8)× 103 Oe give the solid line in Fig. 4, resulting in an
G ET AL.
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average value〈K V〉 of (5.6± 3.3)× 10−14 erg, in agreemen
with that obtained from the linewidth analysis.

Previous EPR (6, 9, 11, 12) studies of horse spleen ferrit
have considered the spectra as composed of two compo
at high and low fields. Our interpretation follows more clos
model 1 (13, 21) and model 2 (14). In this paper we propose th
the broad line, characterized byg = 2.014 atT = 290 K, in the
core spectra (Fig. 1a) is resultant of a collection of superp
magnetic particles. Rotations of the magnetization vector
be thermally induced with a relaxation time,tsp. For long tsp,
when compared to the measurement time,t (blocked particles)
an anisotropic spectrum is obtained from a spread in the orie
tion of the magnetization. Iftsp is shorter thant (unblocked parti-
cles), the effective anisotropy decreases and a narrower isot
line is observed. This is due to averaging over the observa
time of the interactions, which gives rise to the broad sp
trum. tsp increases with the ratio between the anisotropy
ergy, K V , and the thermal energy,kBT . Similarly, nucleation
of small particles induced by annealing increasestsp, yielding
highly anisotropic spectra for heated ferritin, which are co
pared to the spectra of native ferritin atRT and 80 K in Fig. 5.

Because of the volume dependence ofK it is more plausible to
compare anisotropy energiesK V (7a) than anisotropy constan
K. TheK V value of 2.6×10−14 erg obtained from models 1 an
2 mentioned above is compatible to the range of values fo
by Bell et al. (22) from 0.74× 10−14 erg for a volume of 84×
10−21 cm3 up to 2.6× 10−14 erg for 182× 10−21 cm3.

The blocking temperature depends on the experimental t
nique because each technique has a characteristic measur
time. Thus with two different techniques the corresponding
ues ofTb1 andTb2 can be found. Considering the N´eel–Arrhenius
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resonant magnetic field of the
monomeric iron. The solid line is the best fit of Eq. [4] with 2K V/5kB =
(164± 95) K andH0 = (2.7± 0.8)× 103 Oe.
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FIG. 5. (a) Native horse spleen ferritin spectrum (sample A) at RT; (b)–
RT spectra of the same sample A annealed for 20-min consecutive periods
at 350, 450, and 450◦C, respectively; (e) native horse spleen ferritin spectr
(sample A) at 80 K.

expressiont−1
sp = f0 exp(−1Ea/kBTb), the preexponential fac

tor, fo, when1Ea (median anisotropy energy)is the same
both techniques, is given by (23)

f0 =
[
tβ1 /t2

]1/1−β
, [5]

whereβ = Tb1/Tb2 is the ratio of the average blocking tem
peratures determined by experiments with measurement t
t1 andt2. f0 was determined as (5.4± 2.4)× 1011 Hz for horse
spleen ferritin using a combination of magnetic (Tb= 9± 2 K,
t = 100 s) and M¨ossbauer (Tb = (36± 1) K, t ≥ 5× 10−9 s)
experiments (23). With these values Eq. [5] gives an estimate
Tb ≥ 72 K for an EPR experiment witht = 1.05×10−10 s. Con-
sidering other reportedTb values from magnetic measuremen

as 12± 1 K (24, 25), Tb = 98± 11 K is expected for EPR mea
surements. We obtained a blocking temperatureTb = (116± 9)
K, from the fitting in Fig. 3, which is in good agreement wit
the estimates above for EPR.
E OF HORSE SPLEEN FERRITIN 73
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Iron cores of ferritin are proposed to consist of antiferrom
netically ordered Fe3+ ions (24), occurring in a transition to a
state of ordered spins, with zero resultant magnetic mom
below the ordering temperature,Tord, called the N´eel point.Tord

derived from Mössbauer experiments hasTb as an upper limit,
but 240 K is widely accepted asTord for natural horse splee
ferritin (7b, 8a). Below this temperature the incomplete can
lation of sublattices results in a net magnetic moment, giv
rise to the EPR signal. The EPR signal of horse spleen fer
core disappears for temperatures lower than 14± 5 K, indi-
cating zero magnet moment and suggesting this temper
as theTord. Although this effect was not observed before fo
freeze-dried sample with low iron content (10), no resonance
were observed at 4.2 K for a ferritin wet paste (6). This tem-
perature is much lower than the ordering temperature estim
by Mössbauer spectroscopy, but it can be understood unde
view of the new structure proposed for the ferritin core. Co
bined nuclear magnetic relaxometry and magnetometry m
surements suggest an interior of the core with a N´eel temperature
higher than 37◦C and an external core region, where the Neel
temperature is no higher than 30 K (15). The low-temperature
transition observed by EPR is in good agreement with
antiferromagnetic transition of the surface ions in ferr
cores.

The isolated iron line (g = 4.3) has only been observed b
EPR in low-iron-content horse protein during core format
(20) and in natural bacterioferritin (19); nevertheless M¨ossbauer
studies (7a) suggested that the last-in ferric ions form sma
clusters or domains within the horse ferritin core. Our res
indicate the presence of monomeric iron in natural horse sp
ferritin, which should be close enough to the core to be subje
to its magnetic anisotropy field. At the lowest temperatures
resonance field is 730 Oe (g = 9) instead of 1530 Oe as expect
(g = 4.3), then the core is contributing with a magnetic field
∼800 Oe at the iron site. As the anisotropy magnetic fieldHA is
∼2700 Oe at the core surface with a mean radius of 27Å (24), we
can estimate roughly the distance of the monomeric iron f
the center of the core as∼40 Å, taking an 1/r 3 dependence fo
the magnetic field decay. This estimate favors the cavity sur
carboxyl suggested by Baumingeret al. (5) as a conceivable sit
for binding isolated Fe3+.

It was shown that the magnetic parameters of horse sp
ferritin can be determined by EPR based on a superpara
netic model but the data presented do not unequivocally
port any one of the two models used in this paper. Correct
taking into consideration the volume distribution of the ferri
cores can improve the results. The parameters obtained a
good agreement with those determined by other spectrosc
techniques. Considering a different interpretation for magn
experiments in ferritin, evidence for paramagnetic Curie–W
-

h

iron ions at the core surface, where the local N´eel temperature
is very low, has been provided. TheTord value, 14± 5 K, ob-
tained in this paper supports this recently proposed core structure
(15). Nevertheless, further theoretical developments should be
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stimulated, considering that the observed anomalies for fer
are still not fully understood.
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